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Introducing

Veraunda I. Jackson, Esquire

Attorney, Actor, Dynamic Motivational Speaker and Author, Veraunda has inspired audiences since the age of twelve. Witnessing firsthand that people are overwhelmed, frustrated and struggling for personal fulfillment, she realized it was time to take her message to a wider audience by writing her debut motivational book, "Everything Has A price!" She is now taking her contagious blend of courage and determination to the people as one of the nation's top motivational speakers.

A graduate of Florida State University College of Law, Veraunda spent 5 years as a prosecutor. She prosecuted major crimes including juvenile crimes, gangs, robberies, DUls, drugs, domestic violence and theft cases. She is most proud of her ability to make a difference in the lives of children during her last assignment in the specialized sex crimes and child abuse unit.

To order the book, send check or money order in the amount of $18.00 (includes postage and handling) or for information on booking Veraunda as a motivational speaker, you may contact her at:
Veraunda I. Jackson
P.O. Box 1150, Orlando, FL 32802
(407) 445-1766 (Phone) (407) 445-0266 (fax)
E-mail: EHAPInc@aol.com

Visit Veraunda's website at:
http://members.aol.com/EHAPInc/index.htm

*Book is also available at Amazon.com*
Everything Has A Price!

"A motivational testament to what happens when you tap into your strength within and revive the power that fuels your success."

An Empowering Book!

*Everything has A Price!* Challenges readers to find their true success in life by asking a simple question: "How much are you willing to pay for YOUR Success?" The book is sure to inspire, enlighten and empower readers to reach their goals in life!

Readers say it best:

"Veraunda makes you cry a little, laugh a little and most importantly think a lot which leads you to reevaluate your situations to determine how much you are willing to pay in life for the things you say you want!"

"Such a glowing inspiration for others!"

"The book is like having a conversation with you. The reader-author relationship becomes a sister to sister relationship."
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